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Dear President, 

The Commission would like to thank the Senát for its Opinion on the Commission Work 

Programme 2017 "Delivering a Europe that protects, empowers and defends" {COM(2016)  

710 final}. 

The Commission has already presented a number of initiatives set out in the Work 

Programme including a Youth Initiative package, initiatives following up on the Security 

Agenda and the Action Plan on terrorist financing, a proposal to reinforce the European 

Union's Trade Defence Instruments and measures to step up efforts on the application, 

implementation and enforcement of the law of the European Union. 

The Commission notes the Senát's observation that the Youth Initiative should also include 

the development of the Erasmus+ programme and would like to clarify that as specified in 

the Work Programme, the Commission will come forward with a comprehensive proposal for 

the future financial framework beyond 2020. Proposals for individual financing programmes, 

including the follow-up to Erasmus+, will also be presented in due course.   

The Commission has noted the Senát's comments on the topic of water quality and would like 

to take this opportunity to inform the Senát that it intends to come forward with a proposal on 

minimum quality requirements for reused water before the summer and a proposal for a 

revision of the Drinking Water Directive by the end of the year.  

One of the primary aims of the Regulatory Fitness and Performance Programme is to reduce 

regulatory burdens whilst ensuring that the body of European law remains fit for purpose. 

This will contribute to a clear, stable and predictable regulatory framework that will in turn 

support growth and jobs. 

The Commission looks forward to continuing our political dialogue in the future.  

Yours faithfully, 

 

 

 

Frans Timmermans 

First Vice-President 
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